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Figure 1: Image’s of Thanos from Marvel’s Avengers: Infinity War

ABSTRACT
In Marvel‘s Avengers: Infinity War, Thanos (played by actor Josh
Brolin,) is entirely CG and is one of the the main characters in this
live action movie. The plot depends on the emotional performances
of this digital creature and it was imperative that Thanos’s facial
performance convey the actor’s performances faithfully. Digital
Domain’s performance capture process, Direct Drive is a major de-
parture from traditional blendshape solver techniques and was used
to create Thanos’s performances. We will present an overview of
our updated multistage facial retargeting process. We have removed
the reliance on high-resolution, per-shot facial capture and refined
the process of training the system. This system is faster to set up,
needs far less artist input, and preserves elements of the perfor-
mance that were previously lost using traditional facial capture
techniques.
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1 OVERVIEW
Facial capture is the process in which a digital character’s face is
driven by an actor’s captured facial performance. Typically, markers
on the actor’s face are tracked using footage from a helmet-mounted
camera (HMC) rig and then solved to an actor blend-shape face
rig [Lewis et al. 2014]. Unfortunately trying to represent an ac-
tor’s complex facial motion as a series of weighted FACS shapes
results in significant loss of the original performance. It also needs
a large number of high-quality face shapes, requiring a long devel-
opment cycle (months) between initial capture and first realistic
performances.

To speed up turnaround and improve the quality of the char-
acter’s facial transfer, Digital Domain developed the Direct Drive
system [Hendler et al. 2017] which directly transformed an ac-
tor’s seated facial capture data into a high-resolution character
performance. This process greatly improved quality and sped up
turnaround but was limited as it required the actor to deliver all
performances in seated capture environment and was expensive to
process.

For Avengers: Infinity War we propose a novel combination of
approaches and new refinements to facilitate the transfer of an
actor’s mobile helmet camera performance quickly and accurately
to a character’s face with limited per shot manipulation.

2 OUR APPROACH
For Avengers it was important, that all actors portraying digital
characters deliver their lines, live on set, interacting with one-
another using HMC capture. To achieve this we used Masquerade
(see [Moser et al. 2017]) which produces a high-resolution detailed
actor mesh from a sparse marker set, in-conjunction with Direct
Drive. This unique combination produced final character facial
performances from on-set actor HMC footage removing the reliance
on per shot seated capture.
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In addition, we made improvements to the Masquerade and
Direct Drive processes to improve both the quality and speed over
previous actor-to-character face transfers.

2.1 Masquerade - Actor Mesh Creation
In the early stages of Avengers: Infinity War we captured several
performances in Disney’s seated facial capture system, Medusa 1.
This system captures thousands of discrete virtual points to create
a consistent high-resolution mesh which produced 2500 frames of
3D facial training data for our actor.

In a new step, we enhanced this dense captured data using 20-30
refinement face shapes, created using a combination of modeling
and higher resolution scans. This 2nd step is achieved using an
example-based correction workflow [Lewis et al. 2016] [Bickel et al.
2008] which recovers missing areas, corrects scan issues and intro-
duces missing fine scale details.

During the principal shoot, the actor is captured live, on-set
using an HMC rig. The actor has 200 dots applied to their face in a
set pattern, these dots are then tracked through multiple camera
views and are triangulated in 3D space. This produces a sparse
mask of points representing consistent 3D positions on the actor’s
face. This sparse tracked marker set is used in conjunction with the
high-resolution refined training data in Masquerade (see [Moser
et al. 2017]). The result is a per-frame, high-resolution actor mesh
with the same fine-scale details as the training data but synced to
the actor’s on-set HMC performance. This technique can produce
a high-resolution, accurate actor facial performance from an HMC
capture in 1-2 weeks instead of months and does not suffer the same
performance loss as the traditional-solver/blendshape techniques.

For secondary characters we developed a new process, where
we used Direct Drive to genericize and re-target one actor’s train-
ing data to another actor’s face. This transfered training data was
used in conjunction with the new actor’s tracked HMC markers in
Masquerade to produce a high-resolution actor facial performance.
The fine scale facial details in this performance, did not match the
new actor exactly but produced a believable, realistic performance
when targeted to their driven character, without the need for seated
capture.

2.2 Direct Drive Facial Transfer
In the next stage, we transfer the actor’s Masquerade generated 3D
face data directly to the character’s modeled face. First, the actor’s
face mesh is non-rigidly deformed to match the creature’s face in
a neutral pose [Tam et al. 2013]. To make sure that the key facial
features on the deformed actor’s mesh align with the same semantic
features on the creature’s face, we help the deformation process by
adding some manually placed correspondences.

The Direct Drive [Hendler et al. 2017] system uses this mapping
of correspondences and the animated facial performance to replicate
the actor’s expressions, frame by frame, on the creature’s face. A
transfer rig is built with a deformation stack that uses gradient-
based deformation transfer [Sumner and Popović 2004] and general
purpose mesh deformers to constrain points on the mesh, resolve
skin to bone collisions, and to control the rigidity on the face [Moser
et al. 2016].
1http://medusa.disneyresearch.com/

To account for any expression and fine-scale differences between
actor and character we use an example-based correction workflow
[Lewis et al. 2016] [Bickel et al. 2008]. This automatically becomes
part of the Direct Drive process allows riggers and artists to make
art-directed changes easily and efficiently to control the deforma-
tion transfer from actor to character.

The final character performance is decomposed onto a multi-
layer facial rig that allows animation to adjust or refine the char-
acter’s face as needed while still preserving every detail from the
original transfer.

3 CONCLUSIONS
Previously, when using helmet cameras to capture an actor’s per-
formance we were limited to using a FACS shape rig and facial
solves. This new process allows us to capture a far greater range
of the actor’s performance and allows us to leverage our previous
Direct Drive process which was previously limited to expensive
per-shot seated capture. Using this system we have the freedom
and cost-effectiveness of HMC capture without having to sacrifice
mobility to get a high quality realistic facial transfer.

This combination of techniques and new refinements have re-
sulted in a more realistic facial performance in far less time than
either previous system (solving / Direct Drive) and has sped up our
turnaround on creating fully digital talking creatures. Our anima-
tion team has embraced this process as they can concentrate on
the creative modifications rather than the missing foundation. This
system has reduced our facial animation time by half and reduced
our initial development cycle from months to weeks. This system
is currently being used on Avengers: Infinity War to deliver over
300 shots of hero facial performances.
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